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Coach:

Session date:

Theme:

Team/Age:

U10s

Session 9: Shooting

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

-Technique
-Ball control
-Vision

Activity 1

NUMBER SHOOTING
(10-15min)
Two goals (Puggs are ok)
set up about 30 yards apart.
Each player with a number
is dribbling in defined area
between goals. When
coach calls a number, that
player takes a shot at the
nearest goal.

Progression
-Call more than one number
Click to insert session diagram

-Power vs Accuracy
-Shooting toward corners
-Follow shot for rebounds

Activity 2

BEAT THE KEEPER
(10-15min)
Two cones about 6 yrds
apart making a goal.
Players on either side of
goal about 20 yards away.
Players take one touch and
shoot through goal. Follow
shot and go to other line.

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

3v2 SHORT FIELD
(15-20min) 2 goals about 30
yards apart. Kids equally
behind both goals. One
side starts with ball and 3
players attacking other side
has 2 defenders. Once ball
is shot or cleared 3attackers
go off. 2 defenders become
attackers with the addition
of 1 attacker 2 new
defenders come out

Objectives

Progression:
-After shooting player becomes
keeper and faces shot from other
side. Then that shooter switches
out and keeper goes to end of line
-Shooter stands with legs apart and
person behind them passes ball
through the shooter's legs. Shooter
must one touch on goal

-Quick shooting
-Shots on goal
-Power vs Accuracy
Progression:
-Can start 2v1 for more shooting
Click to insert session diagram

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

7v7 with goalkeeper.
(20-25min)

Click to insert session diagram

Key Coaching Points
-Body over ball
-Keep head down
-Strike with laces
-Use both feet
Discovery Question
-How did you keep the ball low?
-What did you do to make a quick
shot?

-Keep shots on goal: first priority
-Keep knee and shoulders over ball
-Look for rebounds, follow shot
Discovery Question:
-What do you do different when
shooting for power vs shooting for
accuracy?
-When would you shoot for power?
Accuracy?

-Take the shot when it is open
-Use appropriate foot
-Shots on goal first priority
-Attackers always ready for
rebound
Discovery Question
-When did you choose accuracy
over power?
-What made a good shot?

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER:
You have been successful if the
kids enjoy soccer more at the end
of the season than at the
beginning.
HOMEWORK:
Sit on the ground and try juggling
with your feet while remaining
seated.
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